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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

A usability test of UniversalEHR.com, version 2.0.0 was conducted on January 5, 2018. The purpose of this was to test 
and validate the usability of the current user interface, and provide evidence of usability in the EHR Under Test (EHRUT).  
During the usability test, 10 users matching the target demographic criteria served as participants and used the EHRUT 
in simulated, but representative tasks.  

The study collected performance data on the following twelve criteria’s: 

1. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Medications §170.315(a)(1) 
2. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Laboratory §170.315(a)(2) 
3. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Radiology §170.315(a)(3) 
4. Drug-Drug, Drug-Allergy Interaction Checks for CPOE – §170.315(a)(4) 
5. Demographics – §170.315(a)(5) 
6. Problem List – §170.315(a)(6) 
7. Medication List – §170.315(a)(7) 
8. Medication Allergy List – §170.315(a)(8) 
9. Clinical Decision Support - §170.315(a)(9) 
10. Implantable Device - §170.315(a)(14) 
11. Clinical Information Reconciliation and Incorporation - §170.315(b)(2) 
12. E-Prescribing - §170.315(b)(3) 

During the 120-minute usability test, each participant was greeted by the administrator and asked to review and sign an 
informed consent/release form (included in Appendix); they were instructed that they could withdraw at any time.  
Participants had prior experience with the EHR. The administrator introduced the test, and instructed participants to 
complete a series of tasks using the EHRUT.  During the testing, the administrator times the test and, along with date 
loggers recorded user performance date on paper and electronically.  The administrator did not give the participant 
assistance in how to complete the task.  Participant screens, head shots, and audio were recorded for subsequent 
analysis. 

The following types of data were collected for each participant:  

• Number of tasks successfully completed within the allotted time without assistance 
• Time to complete the tasks  
•  Number and types of errors 
• Participant's verbalizations 
•  Participant's satisfaction ratings of the system 

All participant data was de-identified – no correspondence could be made from the identity of the participant to the 
data collected. Following the conclusion of the testing, participants were asked to complete a post-test questionnaire. 
Various recommended metrics, in accordance with the examples set forth in the NIST Guide to the Processes Approach 
for Improving the Usability of Electronic Health Records, were used to evaluate the usability of the EHRUT. Following is a 
summary of the performance and rating data collected on the EHRUT. 
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The results from the System Usability Scale scored the subjective satisfaction with the system based on performance 
with these tasks to be: 87.3% 

In addition to the performance data, the following qualitative observations included: 

Major Findings 
o Participants found the system easy to use as they were able to completely navigate through each task 
o Reconciling and implantable device function was very intuitive 
o User friendly, easily adaptable by any level of experience  
o Similar platform compared to other systems making transition less cumbersome 
o Spelling errors that could be resolved by autocorrect 
 

Areas for improvement 
o Adding short cut text instead of searching from dropdown menu 
o Autocorrect to avoid any misspellings 
o Larger view screens along with bigger font 
o Better customization of home screen for ease on the eye 
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INTRODUCTION:  

The EHRUT tested for this study is UniversalEHR.com version 2.0.0. Designed to present medical information to 
healthcare providers in an outpatient clinical setting, the EHRUT consists of varying functionality for documenting 
patient information, electronically managing medical records, reconciling medical information, and electronically 
prescribing medications. The usability testing attempted to represent realistic exercises and conditions. 

The purpose of this study was to test and validate the usability of the current user interface and provide evidence of 
usability in the EHR Under Test (EHRUT).  To this end, measures of effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction, such as 
time to complete tasks, task deviation, types of errors, and participant satisfaction ratings, were captured during the 
usability testing.  

METHOD:  

Participants  
A total of 10 participants were tested on the EHRUT.  Participants in the test consisted of registered nurse, medical 
doctor, clinical research doctor, physician assistant, medical assistants, and various administrative roles.  Participants 
were recruited by Angie Smith from Dao Medical Group. In addition, participants had no direct connection to the 
development of or organizing producing the EHRUT.  Participants were not from the testing or supplier organization. 
Participants were given the opportunity to have the same orientation and level of training as the actual end users would 
have received. 
For test purposes, end-user characteristics were identified and translated into a recruitment screener used to solicit 
potential participants; an example of a screener is provided in Appendix 1.  Recruited participants had a mix of 
backgrounds and demographic characteristics conforming to the recruitment screener. The following is a table of 
participants by characteristics, including demographics, professional experience, computing experience and user needs 
for assistive technology. Participant names were replaced with the Participant ID’s so that an individual’s data cannot be 
tied back to the individual identities. 
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STUDY DESIGN: 
Overall, the objective of this test was to uncover areas where the application performed well – that is, effectively 
efficiently, and with satisfaction – and areas where the application failed to meet the needs of the participants. The date 
from this test may serve as a baseline for future tests with an updated version of the same EHR and/or comparison with 
other EHRs provided that same tasks are used.  In short, this testing serves as both a means to records or benchmark 
current usability, but also to identify areas where improvement must be made. 
During the usability test, participants interacted with 12 EHRs. Each participant used the system in the same location, 
and was provided with the same instructions. The system was evaluated for effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction as 
defined by measures collected and analyzed for each participant: 
 

o Number of tasks successfully completed within the allotted time without assistance 
o Time to complete the tasks 
o Number and types of errors 
o Path Deviations 
o Participant’s verbalizations (comments) 
o Participant’s satisfaction ratings of the system 

 

Additional information about the various measures can be found in Section 3.9 on Usability Metrics. 

TASKS: 
A number of tasks were constructed that would be realistic and representative of the kinds of activities a user might do 
with this EHR including: 

1. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Medications  
2. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Laboratory  
3. Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE) – Radiology  
4. Drug-Drug, Drug-Allergy Interaction Checks for CPOE  
5. Demographics  
6. Problem List  
7. Medication List  
8. Medication Allergy List  
9. Clinical Decision Support  
10. Implantable Device  
11. Clinical Information Reconciliation and Incorporation  
12. E-Prescribing  

Tasks were selected based on their frequency of use, criticality of function, and those that may be most troublesome for 
users. Tasks should always be constructed in light of the study objectives. 
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Procedures:  

Upon arrival, participants were greeted; their identity was verified and matched with a name on the participant 
schedule.  Participants were then assigned a participant ID.  Each participant reviewed and signed an informed consent 
and release form (See Appendix). A representative from the test team witnessed the participant’s signature. 

To ensure that the test ran smoothly, two staff members participated in this test, the usability administrator and the 
data logger. The usability testing staff conducting the test was experienced usability practitioners with over 5 years of 
experience in healthcare user interface and workflow design. 

The administrator moderated the session including administering instructions and tasks. The administrator also 
monitored task times, obtained post-task rating data, and took notes on participant comments. A second person served 
as the data logger and took notes on task success, path deviations, number and type of errors, and comments. 

 
Participants were instructed to perform the tasks (see specific instructions below): 
 1. As quickly as possible making as few errors and deviations as possible 
 2. Without assistance; administrators were allowed to give immaterial guidance and   
  clarification on tasks, but not instructions on use.  
 3. Without using a think aloud technique. 
 

For each task, the participants were given a written copy of the task. Task timing began once the administrator finished 
reading the question. The task time was stopped once the participant indicated  they had successfully completed the 
task. Scoring is discussed below.  

Following the session, the administrator gave the participant the post-test questionnaire (e.g., the System Usability 
Scale, see Appendix 6) and thanked each individual for their participation. 
Participants' demographic information, task success rate, time on task, errors, deviations, verbal responses, and post-
test questionnaire were recorded into a spreadsheet.  Participants were thanked for their time. 

Test Location: 

The facility included a waiting area and a quiet testing room with a desk, computer and recording computer for the 
administrator. Only the participants and administrator were in the room.  All observers and data logger worked from a 
separate room where they could see the participant’s screen and face shot, and listen to the audio session. To ensure 
that the environment was comfortable for users, noise levels were kept to a minimum with the ambient temperature 
within a normal range.  All the safety instructions and evacuation procedures were valid, in place, and visible to 
participants. 
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Test Environment:  
    
The EHRUT would be typically used in an ambulatory healthcare office or facility. In this instance, the testing was 
conducted at Dao Medical Center.  For testing, a Dell computer desktop was used running Microsoft Windows 7. The 
participants used a mouse and keyboard when interacting with the EHRUT. The EHRUT used 22-inch screen and the 
resolution is 1920 x 1080 resolution with standard color options. The application was set up by the vendor according to 
the vendor’s documentation describing the system set-up and preparation. The application itself was running on Google 
Chrome using a test database on a LAN connection. Technically, the system performance (i.e., response time) was 
representative to what actual users would experience in a field implementation with some minor deviations in response 
to varying internet connectivity speed. Additionally, participants were instructed not to change any of the default 
system settings (such as control of font size). 

Test Forms and Tools:     
 
During the usability test, various documents and instruments were used, including: 

 
 1.  Informed Consent 
 2. Moderator’s Guide 
 3.  Post-test Questionnaire 
 
These documents can be found in Appendices. 
The participant's interaction with the EHRUT was captured and recorded digitally with screen capture software 
(CamTasia) running on the test machine. A web camera recorded each participant’s facial expressions synced with the 
screen capture, and verbal comments were recorded with a microphone. 
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Participant Instructions:  
    
The administrator reads the following instructions aloud to each participant: 

 
Thank you for participating in this study. Your input is very important. Our session today will last about 120 
minutes. During that time, you will use an instance of an electronic health record.  

I will ask you to complete 12 tasks using this system and answer some questions. You should complete the tasks 
as quickly as possible making as few errors as possible. Please try to complete the tasks on your own following 
the instructions very closely. Please note that we are not testing you we are testing the system, therefore if you 
have difficulty all this means is that something needs to be improved in the system. I will be here in case you 
need specific help, but I am not able to instruct you or provide help in how to use the application. 
 
Overall, we are interested in how easy (or how difficult) this system is to use, what in it would be useful to you, 
and how we could improve it. I did not have any involvement in its creation, so please be honest with your 
opinions. All of the information that you provide will be kept confidential and your name will not be associated 
with your comments at any time. Should you feel it necessary you are able to withdraw at any time during the 
testing.  

Following the procedural instructions, participants were shown the EHR and as their first task, were given time to 
explore the system and make comments. Once this task was complete, the administrator gave the following 
instructions. 

For each task, I will read the description to you and say “Begin”. At that point, please perform the task and say 
“Done” once you believe you have successfully completed the task. I would like to request that you not talk aloud 
or verbalize while you are doing the tasks. I will ask you your impressions about the task once you are done. 

Usability Metrics:     
 
According to the NIST Guide to the Processes Approach for Improving the Usability of Electronic Health Records, EHRs 
should support a process that provides a high level of usability for all users. The goal is for users to interact with the 
system effectively, efficiently, and with an acceptable level of satisfaction. To this end, metrics for effectiveness, 
efficiency, and user satisfaction were captured during the usability testing. 

The goals of the test were to assess: 

 
 - Effectiveness of UniversalEHR by measuring the participant success rates and errors 
 - Efficiency of UniversalEHR by measuring the average task time and path deviations 
 - Satisfaction with UniversalEHR by measuring the ease of use ratings 
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DATA SCORING:    
The following table (Table [x]) details how tasks were scored, errors evaluated, and the time data analyzed. 

Measures Rationale and Scoring 
Effectiveness:  
Task Success 

A task was counted as a “Success” if the participant was able to achieve the correct outcome, 
without assistance, within the time allotted on a per task basis. The total number of successes 
were calculated for each task and then divided by the total number of times that task was 
attempted. The results are provided as a percentage. 
 
Task times were recorded for successes. Observed task times divided by the optimal time for 
each task is a measure of optimal efficiency.  
 
Optimal task performance time, as benchmarked by expert performance under realistic 
conditions, is recorded when constructing tasks. Target task times used for task times in the 
Moderator’s Guide must be operationally defined by taking multiple measures of optimal 
performance and multiplying by some factor [2.5] that allows some time buffer because the 
participants are presumably not trained to expert performance. Thus, if expert, optimal 
performance on a task was [30] seconds then allotted task time performance was  
[30*2.5 = 75 seconds].  

Effectiveness: 
Task Failures 

If the participant abandoned the task, did not reach the correct answer or performed it 
incorrectly, or reached the end of the allotted time before successful completion, the task was 
counted as “Failures.” No task times were taken for errors.  
 
The total number of errors was calculated for each task and then divided by the total number 
of times that task was attempted. Not all deviations would be counted as errors1. 
 
On a qualitative level, an enumeration of errors and error types should be collected. 

Efficiency: 
Task 
Deviations 

The participant’s path (i.e., steps) through the application was recorded. Deviations occur if the 
participant, for example, went to a wrong screen, clicked on an incorrect menu item, followed 
an incorrect link, or interacted incorrectly with an on-screen control. This path was compared 
to the optimal path. The number of steps in the observed path is divided by the number of 
optimal steps to provide a ratio of path deviation. 
 
It is strongly recommended that task deviations be reported. Optimal paths (i.e., procedural 
steps) should be recorded when constructing tasks. 

Efficiency: 
Task Time 

Each task was timed from when the administrator said “Begin” until the participant said, 
“Done.” If he or she failed to say “Done,” the time was stopped when the participant stopped 
performing the task. Only task times for tasks that were successfully completed were included 
in the average task time analysis. Average time per task was calculated for each task. Variance 
measures (standard deviation and standard error) were also calculated 

Satisfaction: 
Task Rating 

Participant’s subjective impression of the ease of use of the application was measured by 
administering both a simple post-task question as well as a post-session questionnaire. After 
each task, the participant was asked to rate “Overall, this task was:” on a scale of 1 (Very 
Difficult) to 5 (Very Easy). These data are averaged across participants.  Common convention is 
that average ratings for systems judged easy to use should be 3.3 or above. 
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RESULTS:    

DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING 
The results of the usability test were calculated according to the methods specified in the Usability Metrics section 
above. Participants who failed to follow session and task instructions had their data excluded from the analyses. 
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Efficiency:  

The efficiency of the EHR was measured by the success of participants completing the tasks within the allotted 
time. The average time it took for participants to complete each task were successful within the expected time. 
Few deviations occurred, with an average of 0.60/participant. Most of the deviations were caused by 
participants reading instructions too quickly which resulted in them skipping a step, misspelling medication 
names which made it difficult to locate the medications on the list, and overlooking case sensitive input and 
then having to reenter the items multiple times to complete the task. Many of these deviations were minor and 
easily fixed so that participants could successfully complete the tasks.  

The mean of errors occurring throughout the test was less than 1 per participant (0.70/participant). Most of 
these errors occurred due to participants overlooking or misreading instructions which led to incomplete tasks. 
For example, in Task 5, participants were instructed to write down the chart numbers for each patient 
demographic created. However, 3 participants failed to follow these instructions and later on in the task, they 
were unable to go back into those patient charts to edit the demographics. As a result, these tasks could not be 
completed. Overall, participants rated this EHR system to be highly efficient.  
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Effectiveness: 

The EHR system proved to be highly effective based on the participants’ overall performance in the tasks. 
Participants rated nearly all the tasks as “easily completed”. Although participants had varying times for each 
task, the average times were all within the allotted time frame. Before the study took place, 3 experts who are 
familiar with this system timed themselves performing the tasks. The averages of these optimal times were 
calculated and then multiplied by a factor [2.5] to set allotted times that we would expect a regular individual 
who is not familiar with the system would take to complete each task. Based on the results of this study, 
UniversalEHR proves to be effective in facilitating the operations of any ambulatory medical organization 
through functions such as creating and maintaining patient charts, ordering medications and labs and utilizing  
e-prescription (electronic prescription).   

Satisfaction:  
Participants are highly satisfied with the system, with an average overall rating of 8/10. Participants have praised 
the system for being user-friendly, effective in accessing and maintaining patient records in an organized 
manner. The only discrepancies mentioned by participants were related to the aesthetic appearance of the 
system rather than its functions.   
 

Major Findings: 

Overall impressions of UniversalEHR were positive.  Participants found the system easy to use as they were able 
to completely navigate through each task using the instructions provided.  Some tasks took longer for those who 
had deviations. Errors were made as some participants did not fully complete the tasks or had incomplete 
outcomes. In general, feedback shows that the system is easily adaptable, even to those who have little 
experience as it had similarities to other platforms which makes transition less cumbersome. Participants who 
had prior experience with UniversalEHR were impressed with reconciliation and implantable device functions.  
Suggestions on how to improve the system were mainly visual. Comments ranged from larger font to 
autocorrect and different colors for ease on the eye.  All participants were asked to give an overall rating score 
and according to the System Usability scale, UniversalEHR received a 4.27 out of 5.  In conclusion, the usability 
test was a success, as more than 80% of participants were able to complete all tasks within the allotted time 
without problems. 

 Areas for Improvement:     

All participants were asked to give feedback on how UniversalEHR can be improved.  Majority of the feedback 
are from users who has had experience with other systems other than UniversalEHR. These suggestions 
fluctuated from adding short cuts, interface displays, visual color, larger font, autocorrect in text boxes, and 
shorter list of display.  These suggestions all pertain to the visual improvements of display, not the actual 
functions of the system. 
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Error Report 
Task 1 – 3 errors 
2 users deleted the medication completely instead of deleting the text of the medication.  As a result, the order was 
incomplete. 
1 user had pop up blocker issues.  The computer was not set to disable popups. As a result, the medication order did not 
show (3 total errors / 10 attempts = 0.3 errors/attempt) 
 
Task 4 – 1 error 
1 user needed help in identifying certain text fields as they kept skipping it. Needed help to complete text fields. 
Resulted in taking more time than normal. As a result, user took longer than usual time expected (1 total error/10 
attempts = 0.1 errors/attempts) 
 
Task 5 – 4 errors 
3 users were instructed to write down chart #’s for each patient demographic created but did not do so. As a result, they 
were not able to go back into that chart # and edit the demographics. Task could not be completed. 
1 user did not close the demographics screen using the “CLOSE” button but closed screen. As a result, the demographics 
did not create patient chart (4 total errors / 10 attempts = 0.4 errors/attempt)  
 
Task 7 – 2 errors 
1 user read instruction too fast and skipped adding a medication completed. As a result, tester was not able to edit the 
medication as instructed by manual. User had to start from the beginning. 
1 user overlooked case sensitive input. As a result, tester received error and had to reenter multiple times which 
increased the users allotted time to complete this task (2 total errors / 10 attempts = 0.2 errors/attempt) 
 
Task 8 – 1 error 
1 user miss spelled allergy medication incorrectly. As a result, she was unable to find the medication needed to edit. This 
increased the users overall time which was higher than average (1 total error / 10 attempts = 0.1 errors/attempt) 
  
Task 9 – 20 errors 
4 users completely abandoned all parts of Task 9. As a result, the task was incomplete and the users’ task times were 
recorded as “0 seconds” for this portion (20 total errors / 50 attempts = 0.4 errors/attempt) 
 
Task 11 – 2 errors 
2 users were not able to import/reconcile the medication list as they added too many medications from a previous task 
and the system only allows up to 5. The only way for the user to continue with the task is to manually delete any 
incorrect entries to free up the system (2 total errors / 10 attempts = 0.2 errors/attempt) 
Task 12 – 5 errors 
1 user did not close out of the E-Prescription portion as directed. Therefore, was not able to move on to the next steps. 
This resulted in an increase of the user’s overall time  
3 users were unable to locate the correct pharmacy, resulting in longer time than estimated. 
1 user did not complete this task as errors kept occurring. User ended up abandoning task and moved to next.  
(5 total errors / 10 attempts = 0.5 errors/attempt) 
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Appendix 1: RECRUITING SCREENER  

 
Hello.  We are seeking individuals to participate in a usability test for an electronic health record. The session will last 
about an hour. I would like to express my appreciation to you for voluntary participating.  The feedback you provide 
regarding to our system would directly influence the development of our product.   Does this sound like something you 
might be interested in? If so, can I ask you a few questions? 
  
 1. Are you male or female? 

 2. Which of the following best describes your age? [20-29], [30-39], [40-49], [50-59], [60-69] 

 3. The testing will take place on January 5, 2018.  Are you available this date? 

 4. Have you participated in a usability study for the past 6 months? (If yes, not qualify for this test) 

 5. What is your occupation and title? 

 6. What operating system do you use? 

 7. For the past 6 months, how often have you used an EHR? 

 8. How many years have you used an EHR? 

 9. Where does your work environment document patient records? (all paper, electronic/paper, electronic) 

 

Your contact information: 

 Name:  

 City, State, Zip: 

 Tel: 

 Email: 

 

Thank you for taking your time to answer my questions. Your background matches the people we're looking for and I 
would like to invite you to participate 
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Appendix 2: PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

Gender 
 
Male     [  ] 
Female     [  ] 
     

Total of participants   [  ] 

Age    # of Participants 
 
20-29     [  ]  
30-39     [  ] 
40-49     [  ] 
50-59     [  ] 
60-69     [  ] 
70-79     [  ] 
80+     [  ] 
 
Total of participants   [  ]  

Occupation/Role 

Physician    [  ] 
Physician Assistant   [  ] 
Nurse/Other    [  ] 
 
Total of participants   [  ] 
 
Experience with the System 

Yes     [  ] 
No     [  ] 

Total of participants   [  ] 

Facility Use of Electronic Health Record 

All paper    [  ]   
Some electronic, some on paper  [  ] 

All electronic    [  ] 
 
Total of participants   [  ] 
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Appendix 3: NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT  
 
Non-Disclosure Agreement 
 
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into as of__________, between ____________________________ (“the 
Participant”) and UniversalEHR located at 9191 Westminster Ave, Suite 204, Garden Grove, CA 92844. 
 
 
The Participant acknowledges his or her voluntary participation in today’s usability study may bring the 
Participant into possession of Confidential Information. The term "Confidential Information" means all technical 
and commercial information of a proprietary or confidential nature which is disclosed by Universal EHR, Inc., or 
otherwise acquired by the Participant, in the course of today’s study. 
 
 
By way of illustration, but not limitation, Confidential Information includes trade secrets, processes, formulae, 
data, know-how, products, designs, drawings, computer aided design files and other computer files, computer 
software, ideas, improvements, inventions, training methods and materials, marketing techniques, plans, 
strategies, budgets, financial information, or forecasts. 
 
 
Any information the Participant acquires relating to this product during this study is confidential and proprietary 
to Universal EHR, Inc. and is being disclosed solely for the purposes of the participant’s participation in today’s 
usability study. By signing this form, the Participant acknowledges that she/he will not disclose this confidential 
information obtained today to anyone else or any other organizations. 
 
 
 
Participant’s Printed Name: ____________________________________________________                                                                                      

Signature: __________________________   Date: __________________ 
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Appendix 4: INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
Informed Consent 
 
Please read and sign this form. 
 
Universal EHR would like to thank you for participating in this study. The purpose of this study is to evaluate an 
electronic health records system. If you decide to participate, you will be asked to perform several tasks using 
the prototype and give your feedback. The study will last about 60 minutes. At the conclusion of the test, you 
will be compensated for your time. 
 
Agreement 
 
I understand and agree that as a voluntary participant in the present study conducted by Universal EHR. I am 
free to withdraw consent or discontinue participation at any time. I understand and agree to participate in the 
study conducted and videotaped by the Universal EHR. 
 
 
I understand and consent to the use and release of the videotape by Universal EHR. I understand that the 
information and videotape is for research purposes only and that my name and image will not be used for any 
purpose other than research. I relinquish any rights to the videotape and understand the videotape may be 
copied and used by Universal EHR without further permission. 
 
I understand and agree that the purpose of this study is to make software applications more useful and usable 
in the future. 
 
I understand and agree that the data collected from this study may be shared with outside of Universal EHR 
and Universal EHR's client. I understand and agree that data confidentiality is assured, because only de-
identified data – i.e., identification numbers not names – will be used in analysis and reporting of the results. 
 
I agree to immediately raise any concerns or areas of discomfort with the study administrator. I understand that 
I can leave at any time. 
 
Please check one of the following: 
 
 YES, I have read the above statement and agree to be a participant. 
 NO, I choose not to participate in this study. 
 
 
 
Signature: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: _____________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 5: MODERATOR’S GUIDE 
 
UniversalEHR Usability Test Moderator’s Guide 
 
Administrator:   
 
Data Logger:     

Date:                          Time:  

Participant #:  

Location: 

 
Prior to testing 
      Confirm schedule with Participants 
       Ensure UniversalEHR lab environment is running properly 
       Ensure lab and data recording equipment is running properly 
Prior to each participant: 
       Reset application 
       Start session recordings with tool 
Prior to each task: 
       Reset application to starting point for next task 
After each participant: 
       End session recordings with tool 
After all testing 
       Back up all video and data files 
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Orientation (10 minutes) 
 
Thank you for participating in this study. Our session today will last 120 minutes. 
During that time, you will take a look at UniversalEHR Test system. 
 
I will ask you to complete a few tasks using this system and answer some questions. We are interested in how 
easy (or how difficult) this system is to use, what in it would be useful to you, and how we could improve it. You 
will be asked to complete these tasks on your own trying to do them as quickly as possible with the fewest 
possible errors or deviations. Do not do anything more than asked. If you get lost or have difficulty I cannot 
answer help you with anything to do with the system. Please save your detailed comments until the end of a 
task or the end of the session as a whole when we can discuss freely. I did not have any involvement in its 
creation, so please be honest with your opinions. 
 
 
 
All of the information that you provide will be kept confidential and your name will not be associated with your 
comments at any time. 
 
Do you have any questions or concerns? 
 
Preliminary Questions  
 
What is your job title or appointment? 
 
What is your Gender? 
 
What is your age? 
 
How long have you been working in this role? 
 
What are some of your main responsibilities? 
 
Tell me your experience with electronic health records? 
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Appendix 6: System Usability Scale Questionnaire 
 
 
 

System Usability Scale Survey 
 

Please use a scale of 1 to 5 to answer the following questions. 
1 = strongly disagree ; 5 = strongly agree 

 

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently      __________ 
 
 

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex      __________ 
 

 
3. I thought the system was easy to use      __________ 

 
 

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system __________ 
 
 

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated   __________ 
 
 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system    __________ 
 
 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly  ___________ 
 
 

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use      ___________ 
 
 

9. I felt very confident using the system      ___________ 
 
 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system  ___________ 
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Appendix 7: User Instruction Manual 
  
A1.1.1 (Record Medication Order) – Task Time: 07:30 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to use a computerized entry to record medication orders for the patient. 
From the front Login Page   enter the following user information  click on “Log In” 

- In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 
- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 
- Click on “START ENCOUNTER” 
- Click on “START ENCOUNTER” again in the popup box  another popup box confirming new encounter will 

show up  click “OK” 
- Scroll down the patient chart until you see the area below (see picture)  locate the open white text box: 
- You should already have 2 pre-loaded medications on the list:  

• Ceftriaxone 250 MG 
• Tylenol 500 MG Oral Tablet 

- Do not delete these! You will need them for future tasks.  
- In open text box enter “Alecensa 150”  a popup box will show all associated options  select “Alecensa 150 

MG Oral Capsule”  click “OK 
- Add the following 3 medications: 

• Enter “Vascepa 1”   select “Vascepa 1 GM Oral Capsule”  click “OK 
• Enter “Darbepoetin Alfa”  select “Darbepoetin alfa (product)”    click “OK” 
• Enter “Amoxicillin” select “Amoxicillin (product)”  click “OK 

Before you continue, check to make sure your list shows the following 4 new medications: 

• Alecensa 150 MG Oral Capsule 
• Amoxicillin (product) 
• Darbepoetin alfa (product) 
• Vascepa 1 GM Oral Capsule 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A1.1.3 (Edit Medication Order):  Task Time: 06:42 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to edit medication orders for the patient. 

Next to each medication, click on the red pencil icon  change all 4 medications according to the list 

below  then click “SAVE”   
Delete “Amoxicillin (product)” and Type “Amoxicillin / Bromhexine”  Select from drop down list  click 

“SAVE”  
Delete “Alecensa 150 MG Oral Capsule” Type “Alecensa Oral Product”  Select from drop down list  click 

“SAVE”  
Delete “Darbepoetin alfa (product)” Type “darbepoetin alfa 0.025 MG/ML”  Select from drop down list  

click “SAVE”   
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Delete “Vascepa 1 GM Oral Capsule” Type “Vascepa 1000 MG Oral Capsule”  Select from drop down list  

click “SAVE”  

-  To the right of each medication you just added, under “ORDER/PRINT” place a on all four new medications  
then click on “ORDER RX” 

- This will take you to a separate screen, scroll to the bottom and you will now see the order 
- Click “CLOSE” at the bottom of the screen to go back to the patient chart 
- Scroll to the top of the patient chart  click “CLOSE” 

 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A1.1.4 (Check Medication Order) - Task Time: 1:15 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to access and check the medication order for the patient. NO ACTIONS REQUIRED. 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  click on “PROGRESS NOTES”  
- Check to make sure your completed “Medication List” looks like this:  
- Scroll back to the top of the patient chart  click “END ENCOUNTER” 
- This will take you back to the “SEARCH PATIENT PROFILE SCREEN” 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A2.1.1 (Record Lab Orders) - Task Time: 4:10 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to record lab orders needed for the patient. 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Scroll down the patient chart until you see “PLAN RX”   click on “CARE PLAN” (see image below)  
- A separate screen will pop up 
- Under “DIAGNOSTIC TESTS PENDING” click on the   to create a new lab order 
- You will see an open text row populate at the bottom of that portion 
- Enter the first 3 fields with the following order information: 

 
LABS: Cholesterol in HDL in serum or plasma 
ORDER CREATED: (enter today’s date) 
DR ORDER: (use dropdown to select Dr. Albert Davis) 
 

- Click the  icon to “SAVE”.   Click “CLOSE” at the bottom to exit out the window.  You just completed 
ordering lab for this patient. 
 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A2.1.2 (Change Lab Order) - Task Time: 02:30 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to change/modify the lab order you just entered. 

 Scroll down the patient chart until you see “PLAN RX”  click on “CARE PLAN” 

- Click on the icon of the lab test you just entered  Modify the lab from “Cholesterol in HDL in serum or 
plasma to “Cholesterol in LDL in serum or plasma by direct assay” 

Click the  icon to “SAVE” 
 

- Click “CLOSE” at the bottom of the Lab Order screen  this will take you back to patient chart 

Scroll to top of the patient chart and click “END ENCOUNTER”.  This will save the changes and exit out the patient chart. 

A2.1.3 (Access & View Lab Order) - Task Time: 01:40 (min/sec) 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Scroll down the patient chart until you see “PLAN RX”   click on “CARE PLAN” 
- Review the lab order and make sure your lab has been modified correctly (see picture below) 
- Click “CLOSE” at the bottom of the page to exit out of the screen  this will take you back to the patient chart 
- Scroll to the top of the chart  click on “END ENCOUNTER” 

 
Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

A3.1.1 (Record Imaging Orders) - Task Time: 2:30 (min/sec) 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Scroll down the patient chart until you see “PLAN RX”   click on “CARE PLAN”.  A separate screen will pop up 
- Under “FUTURE SCHEDULED TESTS” click on the  icon  
- You will see an open text row populate at the bottom of that portion 
- Enter the first 3 fields with the following order information: 

 
PROCEDURE: MRI chest w/o & w/contrast material 
ORDER CREATED: (today’s date) 
DR ORDER: (use dropdown to select Dr. Albert Davis) 

 

- Click the  icon to “SAVE” 
 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A3.1.2 (Edit Radiology Orders) - Task Time: 1:15 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to EDIT the radiology orders you just entered.   

- Click on the icon of the “MRI chest w/o & w/contrast material”  
- Change the order to “MRI chest w/o contrast material”   

- Click the  icon to “SAVE” 
- At the bottom of the screen  click “CLOSE” to exit the Radiology Order screen 
- Scroll to top of the patient chart and click “CLOSE” to exit the patient chart. 

 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A3.1.3 (Access & View Radiology Orders) - Task Time: 1:15 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to view/access the radiology orders you just entered. 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Scroll down the patient chart until you see “PLAN RX”   click on “CARE PLAN” 
- Click “CLOSE” at the bottom of the page to exit out of the screen  this will take you back to the patient chart 
- Scroll to the top of the chart  click on “END ENCOUNTER” to exit this patient chart. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

A4.1.1 (Drug-Drug Interaction) - Task Time: 5:00 (min/sec) 

- Enter chart XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
- Scroll down all the way to the bottom of the patient chart and click on “eRx”: 

A separate window will open   enter “Darbepoetin Alfa” in the text box (as shown below)  then click “Drug Search” 
 Select the 2nd option “darbepoetin alfa 100 mcg/0.5 mL in polysorbate injection syringe” by clicking the hyperlink 
“Aranesp (in polysorbate)”:  

Locate the green scroll box under “Select Frequency”  select “as directed”  then click “Save Rx” in the bottom right 
box 

You will see all 3 medications listed  click “Take Complete Rx to Review Page”: 

The result of the Drug-Drug Interaction will show “SEVERE” highlighted in yellow: 

You have now completed the Drug-Drug Interaction section of the task.  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A4.1.2 (Drug-Allergy Interaction) - Task Time: 2:30 (min/sec) 

- At the top of the current Drug-Drug interaction page  click “Compose Rx”: 
- Enter “amox” in the text box (as shown below)  click “Drug Search”  select “amoxicillin 500 mg capsule” by 

clicking on the hyperlink: 
- The result of the Drug-Allergy interaction will show “PENICILLINS” highlighted in red:   
- Click “Close” to exit the pop-up window 
- Click “Close / Return” on the top of the page 
- Click “CLOSE” on the top of the patient chart to return to the “SEARCH PATIENT PROFILE” page 
- You have now completed the Drug-Allergy Interaction section of the task.  

 
Task time:___________________Rating: _________  

A5.1.1 (Record New Patient Demographics) – Task Time: 17:30 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this procedure is to record demographics for 3 new patients. 

- From the “Search Patient Profile”  click on the “Add a new Patient” icon:A separate Demographic window will 
pop up  only enter the following fields listed: 
-  Once that is complete  scroll to the bottom of the page  click “INSERT”: 
 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A5.1.2 (Change/Edit Existing Patient Demographics) – Task Time: 13:20 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this procedure is to change/edit the demographics information entered for Patients #1, #2, and #3. 

- From the “Search Patient Profile” screen  enter in Patient #1 Chart #_______  click “SEARCH”  click on 
“DEMOGRAPHIC” 
  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A5.1.3 (Access Existing Patient Demographics) – Task Time: 4:10 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this procedure is to go back into each patient chart and verify the information entered for Patients #1, #2, 
and #3 was saved. NO ACTIONS REQUIRED. 

- From the “Search Patient Profile” page  enter Chart # for Patient #1 (refer to Task: A5.1.1 above for patient #1 
chart number) 

- Then verify that the information updated was saved correctly according to the changes (refer to previous pages 
if needed)  click “CLOSE” at the bottom of the page  click “CLOSE” again to exit 
 

- Repeat the above steps for Patient #2 and Patient #3.  After reviewing them, you have completed this task.  
Record your time. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A6.1.1 (Record Problem List) – AMBULATORY: Task time: 05:50 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to record a patient’s problem list. 

- On the “Search Patient Profile” page, enter Chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Under “Problem List of Current & Active Dx/Chronic Illness”  locate white text box  enter “Acquired 

hypothyroidism”   select “Acquired hypothyroidism (disorder) [111566002]” from the drop-down menu  
click “Insert”: 

- Click on the  next to “Acquired hypothyroidism (disorder)”  Scroll to the right until you see “FIRST DATE 
DIAGNOSIS”: Enter: 05/15/2017 

- Scroll back to save it.  Click .  You should have the date entered as shown below: 
Please add another problem:  Chronic Rejection of Renal Transplant (disorder) and First Date Diagnosis 

- In the white text box area, enter “Chronic Rejection……”  select “Chronic Rejection of Renal  Transplant 
(disorder)[236578006]” from the drop-down menu  click “Insert”. 

- Click on the  next to “Chronic Rejection of Renal Transplant (disorder)”  Scroll to the right until you see 
“FIRST DATE DIAGNOSIS”:  Enter: 05/15/2017 

- Scroll back to save it.  Click  icon. 
Note: the 2 new problems would have the “first date diagnosis” as you entered. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A6.2.1 (Edit Problem List) - Task time: 03:20 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to edit the problem list that was just entered. 

- Click on the  icon next to “Diabetes mellitus type 2 (disorder)  scroll over to the right until you see 

“STATUS COLUMN”  use the dropdown menu and select “RESOLVED”   scroll back to the left and click   
 you will see this problem disappear as it is no longer active  

Now change “Acquired hypothyroidism (disorder)” to “Severe hypothyroidism (disorder)” 
 

- Click on the  next to “Acquired hypothyroidism (disorder)”  DELETE “Acquired hypothyroidism 
(disorder)” and TYPE “Severe hypothyroidism (disorder)”  select “Severe hypothyroidism (disorder)”  click 

 
- Scroll back to the top and click “Close” to exit this patient. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A6.3.1 (Access & View Active Problem List) - Task time: 2:30 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to review the active problem list. No actions required. 

- On the “Search Patient Profile” page, enter Chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES”.  Scroll down 
to “Problem List of Current & Active Dx/Chronic Illness” 

- Scroll over to the right until you see the “STATUS” column   you are now VIEWING the active problem list (see 
picture below) 

- You should only see 3 problems that are ALL active. If you see more than 3 problems, please raise your hand. 
- Scroll to the top of the patient chart, and click “CLOSE” to exit this patient chart. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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    A6.3.2 (Access & View History of Problem List) - Task time: 2:30 (min/sec) 

 On the “Search Patient Profile” page, enter Chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES”.  Scroll down to 
“Problem List of Current & Active Dx/Chronic Illness” 

- Scroll over to the right until you see the “STATUS” column. Under “STATUS COLUMN”  click on “ALL”  you 
are now VIEWING the HISTORY of the problem list which includes the “RESOLVED” problem. See below 

- You should see 4 problems that are “ACTIVE” AND “RESOLVED”. If you don’t see them, please raise your hand. 
- Scroll to the top of the patient chart, and click “CLOSE” to exit this patient chart. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A 7.1.1 (Record Medication List) - Task time: 13:20 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task  is to record the medication list needed for the patient. 

- In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 
- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 
- Click on “START ENCOUNTER” 

 
 

- Click on “START ENCOUNTER” again  popup box confirming new encounter will show up  click “OK”Click 
“OK” to proceed  

- Scroll down the patient chart until you see the area below (see picture)  locate the open white text box (red 
arrow) and enter medication as listed below: 

- That medication should be added in patient’s list (see below): 

 Click on the icon to edit “Darbepoetin alfa 0.5 MG/ML” 
 Scroll left to right until you see the following fields and input the information as shown:  

“AdminUnitDisplay” enter “injection” 
“DoseDirection”  enter “once a week” 
“Fill Instructions”  enter “0” 
 Scroll more to the right to see “Fill Instructions”  enter “0” 

- Scroll back to the left and Click the “save”  icon.   
Record Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A 7.2.1 (Change Medication List) - Task time: 8:20 (min/sec) 

 The purpose of this task is to change/edit the patient’s medication list.   

1) Telaprevir 375 MG; three tablets once daily for 30 days; 1 refill; Code: 1102262 CHANGE TO “DISCOUNTINUED 
Telaprevir 375 MG; three tablets once daily for 30 days; 1 refill” 

-  Under medication list for “Telaprevir 375 MG”  Click on the icon  
- Under the “STATUS” column click on dropdown  change status from “Active” to “Discontinued”  Click on 

the  icon to save. 
2) Ceftriaxone 250 MG/ML twice daily, code 563973 CHANGE TO “Ceftriaxone 500 MG/ML” code 1665004 
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- Under medication list for Ceftriaxone 250 MG/ML   Click on the icon 

- Change “Ceftriaxone 250 MG/ML” to “Ceftriaxone 500 MG/ML”  Click on the  icon to save (code for the 
new Ceftriaxone 500 MG/ML will be 1665004) 

3) Tylenol 500 MG one tablet by mouth as needed for 10 days CHANGE TO “Tylenol 500 MG one tablet twice daily 
for 3 days” 

- Under medication list for “Tylenol 500 MG”  click on the icon 

- Scroll to the right until you see “DoseDirection” and CHANGE TO “3 days”  Click “save”  icon.   
- Scroll to the top of the chart to end encounter.  Click on “END ENCOUNTER”.  This will take you back to the main 

page. 
 

Record Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 
A 7.3.1 (Access Active Medication List) - Task time: 2:30 (min/sec) 

The purpose of this task is to access only the “active” medication list. 

- In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 
- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 
- Scroll down to the bottom page to the Medication List window.  As default, the medication list status is shown 

as “ALL” which means it’s included the “active” and the “discontinued” medications.  You need to change the 
status “All” to “Active”. 

-  Scroll to the top of the chart.  Click on the “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” highlighted yellow on your top left of the 
chart.  

- A dropdown window will appear.  Click on the icon of the first encounter date to edit. 

 Scroll down to the medication list area.  You now can change “the status” of the medication list.   

 Click on “ALL” in red highlight to change it. 

 The “STATUS ALL” is now changed to “STATUS ACTIVE”.  This will show only “ACTIVE” meds. 

 Scroll to the top of the patient chart  click “Close”  

Record Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A 7.3.2 (Access & Review Medication List History) - Task time: 1:40 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to view/access the medication history. No action will be required.   
In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 

- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 

 Scroll down to the bottom page to the Medication List window.  This is where you view your medications list history 
including “active” and “discontinued” medications. 
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 Use the bottom horizontal bar to scroll left and right OR right vertical bar to up and down to view the patient’s 
medication list history. 

 Scroll back to top and click on “END ENCOUNTER” 

Record Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A8.1.1 (Record Medication Allergy List)  - Task time: 2:30 (min/sec) 

- On the “Search Patient Profile page in the “Chart #” field: enter XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click 
“SEARCH” 

- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 
- Locate the “Medication Allergy List” in the box on the top right corner.  
- On the top left corner of the “Medication Allergy List” box, click on the   icon to record a new medication 

allergy. 
- Add the following medication allergy:  

o Select “Carbamazepine” on the drop-down menu under “ALLERGY”  select “Skin Rash” on the drop-
down menu under “REACTION” 

• Click “SAVE”  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A8.2.1 (Change Medication Allergy List)  - Task time: 3:20 (min/sec) 

change all 3 medication allergies according to the list below  then click “SAVE”   

For “Sulfasalazine”, scroll right to the “STATUS” column and change it from “ACTIVE” to “INACTIVE”   

 
For “Penicillin V”, select from the drop-down menu under “ALLERGY” column and change it to “Penicillin 

G”   
For “Carbamazepine”, select from the drop-down menu under “ALLERGY” column and change it to 

“Codeine”    

Task time:___________________Rating: _________  

A8.3.1 (Access & Review Active Medication Allergy List and Medication Allergy List History)  - Task time: 1:40 (min/sec) 

- Enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  click on “PROGRESS NOTES”  
- Check to make sure your completed ACTIVE “Medication Allergy List” looks like this:  
- Next, you need to access the “Medication Allergy List” History by clicking “ALL” next to the “STATUS” column.  
- The list should expand to include “INACTIVE Sulfasalazine”. 

Scroll to the top of the patient chart  click “CLOSE” to return to the “Search Patient Profile” page 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A9.1.1 (CDS Configuration) – Task Time 13:20 (min/sec) 
From the Home Page   click on “Logout” to log out of your current account.  

From the front Login Page   enter the following user information to log back into the “system administrator” account 
 click on “Log In” On the left-hand panel, click on “SYSTEM ADMIN”. 

On the pop-up window, click on “Desktop” to view files:  

- Once you’re in the folder, double-click on the file “a9_CDS_1032” to select it: 
- In the pop-up window, click on “IMPORT” to upload the file onto the patient’s chart:  
- Once imported, 3 pop-up windows should appear: “Intervention 8”, “Intervention 7” and “Intervention 6”. 

These windows help alert the physician and guide his/her clinical decision making based on certain elements in 
the patient’s 1) Medication List (“Intervention 8”), 2) Problem List (“Intervention 7”) and 3) Medication Allergy 
List (“Intervention 6”):  

- Click on the red “X” on the bottom of each “Intervention” pop-up window to close it.  
- Scroll to the top of the patient’s chart, click “END ENCOUNTER”: 
- On the “Search Patient Profile” page, click on “Logout” to log out of the account.  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

A9.1.2 (CDS Intervention Interaction) – Task Time 5:00 (min/secs) 

The purpose of this task is to activate CDS interventions and ensure that each intervention has references/resource 
information.  

- From the front Login Page   enter the following user information  click on “Log In” 
- On the left-hand panel, click on “SYSTEM ADMIN”. 
- Click on “CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT CONFIG” on the following page. 
- On the next page, 7 “Clinical Decision Support Configurations” will be displayed. 
- Check to make sure that each configuration is “ENABLED” and has a checkmark under the “ENABLE” column: 
- Next to the 5th configuration, “Problem List”, click on the “INFOBUTTON” link under the “Display” column:  
- The “Infobutton” hyperlink should lead you to a separate webpage called “MedlinePlus Connect”:  
- The information provided on this page serves as clinical research to support the description of each 

configuration. 
- Since the configuration is about diabetes in the “Problem List”, the webpage should provide information about 

diabetes.  
- Repeat these steps and make sure that each “Infobutton” hyperlink contains information that correlates to each 

of the following configuration category:  
o “Medication List” (Configuration #3)  
o “Demographic” (Configuration #7) 
o “Problem List Combined with Demographic” (Configuration #4) 

- Click “CLOSE” on the bottom of the page to exit.  
- Click “CLOSE” again on the “SYSTEM ADMIN” page to exit.  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 
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A9.1.3 (Source Attributes) – Task Time 3:20 (min/secs) 

- On the left-hand panel of the “Search Patient Profile” page, click on “SYSTEM ADMIN”. 
- Click on “CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT CONFIG” on the following page. 
- On the next page, 7 “Clinical Decision Support Configurations” will be displayed. 
- For the first configuration category, “Laboratory tests and values/results”, check under the “Display” column to 

make sure that it has the following evidence-based decision support interventions: 
o “Developed by Dr. Michael M. Dao, M.D.” 
o “Funding by: DMG”’ 
o “Release Date: __________” 

- Also, check to see if the configuration category has linked referential decision support interventions labeled, 
“Intervention Reference ____”. These links should lead you to articles and/or webpages that correspond to the 
description of the category.  

- Repeat these steps for the following configuration categories: 
o Medication listProblem list combined with Demographic 
o Problem List 
o Vital signs 
o Demographic 

- Click “CLOSE” on the bottom of the page to exit.  
- Click “CLOSE” again on the “SYSTEM ADMIN” page to exit.  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

A9.1.4 (Source Attributes – Drug-Drug, Drug-Allergy Interaction Checks) – Task Time 1:15 (min/secs) 

- On the left panel of the Home Page, click on “SYSTEM ADMIN”. 
- Click on “CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT CONFIG” on the following page. 
- On the next page, 7 “Clinical Decision Support Configurations” will be displayed. 
- For the second configuration category, “Medication allergy list”, check under the “Display”  
- Also, check to see if the configuration category has linked referential decision support interventions labeled, 

“Intervention Reference ____”. These links should lead you to articles and/or webpages that correspond to the 
description of the category.  

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

A9.1.5 (CDS Intervention Interaction – Unauthorized User) – 00:50 (min/secs) 

- Go to the “Search Patient Profile” page   click on “Logout” to log out of the system administrator account 
- From the front Login Page   enter the following user information  click on “Log In” 
- On the left panel, note that there are fewer options than there were on the “system administrator” account. 

Therefore, you are an unauthorized user and cannot access “SYSTEM ADMIN”.  
 

Task time:__________________Rating: _________  
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A14.1.1 Record Unique Device Identifier - Task time: 5:50 (min/sec) 

- In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 
- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” (located in the tab on right hand side) 
- Under “HISTORY”, use the scroll bar to scroll all the way to the bottom  

- Click on the “implantable device” icon    
- This will take you to a separate screen  click on “Add Implantable Device”  

In the first drop-down option  select “ACTIVE” 

- Click  icon to the right to “Search”  all fields will automatically populate (in highlighted yellow boxes)  
 click “SAVE” on the bottom right. 

- You should see a green popup box with confirmation that this was successfully recorded: 
- Click “CLOSE” to close out this window.  It will bring you back to the main page f this patient chart. 

 
Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

 
A14.1.5 Change Status for Unique Device Identifier - Task time: 1:15 (min/sec) 

- From the front page of this patient chart, under “HISTORY” scroll all the way to the bottom  

  Click on the “implantable device” icon   
 
- Click on the numerical UDI sequence box: 

- You will be redirected to the “Implantable Device” pop-up window (see below) 
- Use the dropdown on the top left and change the status to “INACTIVE”  click “SAVE”: 
- You will no longer see the UDI sequence on this page because of its status “Inactive” 
- A green popup box with confirmation that this was successfully recorded: 
- Click “CLOSE” to close out this window.   

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

 

A14.1.6 Access & Review Device List - Task time: 0:50 (min/sec) 

- From the front page of patient chart  under “HISTORY” scroll all the way to the bottom  Click on the 

“implantable device” icon     
- This will take you to a separate page  By default, the system is showing the “ACTIVE” UDI.  There is no active 

UDI as shown below: 
To access and view inactive UDI  Click on “INACTIVE”.  You now can view and access inactive device(s).  Switch 
back and forth “Active” and “Inactive” to view and access as needed. 

- Click “CLOSE” to exit this window. 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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B2.1.1 (Clinical information Reconciliation) Task time: 20:00 (min/sec) 
For this task, you will need to upload 2 files (one incoming and one is a patient record) into the CCDA. 

- In the “Chart #” field: enter #XXX (enter the chart # you were given)  click “SEARCH” 
- Click on “PROGRESS NOTES” to open the chart (located in the tab on right hand side) 

 
UPLOADING THE “PATIENT RECORD” FILE: 

- Click on “IMPORT CCDA”   A window will pop up.   

  Click on “Choose File”  Please select “Desktop” and OPEN the folder named “Task 11” on your computer desktop. 
Double click on the file named “170.315_b2_ciri_r11_sample1_v9.xml”   Then click “Import” 

UPLOADING THE INCOMING FILE: 

 Click on “IMPORT CCDA”   Make sure you select “Incoming” this time AND click on “Choose File”   Again select 

“Desktop” and OPEN the folder named “Task 11” on your computer desktop. Double click on the file named 

“170.315._b2_ciri_r11_sample1_recon_v9.xml”  to upload it  Click “Import”.  The window will automatically close 

after you click on import.   

Note: You are done uploading the incoming file.  Next step is to reconcile. 

RECONCILE MEDICATION ALLERGY LIST:  Patient has allergy with Aspirin but it is hidden.  The medication allergy list is 
showing “Codeine” only so you need to reconcile this. 

 Click on “RECONCILIATION” in the “Allergy” located at the top of the patient’s chart.   

 A window will pop up with the list of medication allergies from “Incoming Record” and “Patient Record”.  As you can 
see there are two duplicates “Aspirin” in the “Incoming Record”.  By reconciliating, it will consolidate and remove all 
duplicates.   

 Click on “Reconciled” tap at the bottom of the window.  

Note:  All duplicates will be consolidated and removed after you clicked “Reconciled” as it appeared in the bottom table.  
Then click on “Submit” 

 Click “OK” to confirm.  Then close the window. 

RECONCILE PROBLEM LIST:  Patient has problem with Asthma but it is hidden.  The problem list is showing “Pneumonia” 
only so you need to reconcile this. 

 Scroll down to the Problem List and click on “RECONCILIATION”. 

 As you can see there are duplicates “Asthma” in the “Incoming Record”.  By reconciliating, it will consolidate and 
remove all duplicates.  Click on “Reconciled” tap at the bottom of the window 

 A reconciled table will add at the bottom of the window  Click on “Submit”  Click “OK” to confirm and close the 
window. 
 The “Problem List” is now reconciled with Asthma added.   See below. 
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RECONCILE MEDICATIONS:  To do this you need to edit the encounter note.   

 Scroll up to the top  Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” at top left corner  

 Click on the icon for the 1st encounter date.  This will allow you to edit the Medication list. 

 Scroll down to “PRESCRIPTION” area  Click on “Reconciliation” to reconcile the medication list. 
Note:  A new window will pop up with 2 different lists (one from the “Incoming Record” and one from “Patient  Record”.   
There are 3 duplicates of “200 ACTUAT Albuterol 0.09 MG/ACTUAT Dry Powder Inhaler” in the “Incoming Record” and 
these 3 medications are hidden.    
 Click on “Reconciled”. The new reconciled table will add at the bottom.  Duplicates will be consolidated and removed. 
 Click “Submit”  Click “OK” to confirm  Close the window 
 In the main patient chart, click on “CCDA”.  A window will pop up.  
 Click on the 1st GREEN FILE called XML under “CCDA” tab.  The system will automatically create 2 links.  Note: CCDA is 
selected by default. 
 Click on the “blue Internet” icon to open under HTML.  A new browser will open showing this patient’s info.  CLOSE 
the new browser and go back to the patient chart.  You are done creating CCDA. 

 
Record Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  

B3.1.1 Create New Prescription - Task time: 5:00 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to electronically generate a new prescription through NewCrop. 

- On the “Search Patient Profile” page, enter chart # XXX  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Scroll down the patient chart and click on “eRx” next to E-PRESCRIPTION: 
- This will take you to the NewCrop e-prescription page.  In the open text box  enter “Tylenol”  then click 

“Drug Search”  
- Select the hyperlink “Tylenol Cold and Flu Severe 5 mg-10 mg-325 mg-200 mg/15 mL oral liquid 
- Select frequency “as directed” in the green scroll box   then click on “Save Rx” on the lower right side 
- You will now see the e-prescription added  click on “Take Complete Rx to Review Page” 
- Click “Close / Return” on the top of the page to exit 
- Click “CLOSE” on the top of the patient chart  
-  

 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________  
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A4.1.3 Adjust Severity Level to Drug-Drug/Allergy - Task Time: 5:30 (min/sec) 
The purpose of this task is to enable user to adjust the severity level of interaction to Drug/Allergy 
 

- Login as username:  dralbert, password:  1234567 
- Enter chart number 210  click “SEARCH”  “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
- Scroll down all the way to the bottom of the patient chart and click on “eRx”: 
- A separate window will open  click on “Take Complete Rx to Review Page”   
- At the top right of the page, click on the tab “Admin” 
- Under “Account Settings” UNCHECK the first box “Hide All Less Sever Drug Interactions (Show Only 

Contraindicated)  then click on “Save Prescriber Settings” 
- At the top of the page, click on the tab “Compose Rx”  then click on “Take Complete Rx to Review Page”  

you will now see the Drug/Drug Interaction displayed (see below) 
- Close out of the NewCrop Eprescription page  scroll to the top of the patient chart and “END ENCOUNTER” 

 
                                              Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

 
B2.1.2 Generate a New CCDA - Task time: 7:30 (min/sec) 
Upload 2 files into the CCDA, reconcile data to generate a new CCDA. 

- Enter chart number 326  click “SEARCH”verify patient is KIDD, KARI)click “PROGRESS NOTES” 
- Click on “IMPORT CCDA”   A window will pop up.   

  Click on “Choose File”  Please select “Desktop” and OPEN the folder named “Task 11” on your computer desktop. 
Double click on the file named “170.315_b2_ciri_r21_sample1_rn_v9.xml”   Then click “Import” 

UPLOADING THE INCOMING FILE: 

 Click on “IMPORT CCDA”   Make sure you select “Incoming” this time AND click on “Choose File”   Again select 

“Desktop” and OPEN the folder named “Task 11” on your computer desktop. Double click on the file named 

“170.315._b2_ciri_r21_sample1_rn_recon_v9.xml”  to upload it  Click “Import”.  The window will automatically close 

after you click on import.   

Note: You are done uploading the incoming file.  Next step is to reconcile. 

 Click on “RECONCILIATION” in the “Allergy” located at the top of the patient’s chart.   

 A window will pop up with the list of medication allergies from “Incoming Record” and “Patient Record”.   

 Click on “Reconciled” button at the bottom of the window.  
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Note:  All duplicates will be consolidated and removed after you clicked “Reconciled” as it appeared in the bottom table.  
Then click on “Submit” 
Click “OK” to confirm.  Then close click “CLOSE” 
The medication allergy is now reconciled showing both “Ampicillin” and “Penicillin G benzathine”. 
Scroll down to the Problem List and click on “RECONCILIATION”. 
Click on “Reconciled” tab at the bottom of the window. 
Once ‘Reconciled’ table has been added  Click “Submit”  Click “OK”  click “Close” 
RECONCILE MEDICATIONS:   

- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 
- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
-  
- Click on “Reconciliation” to reconcile the medication list. 

 Click on “Reconciled” tab at the bottom of the window. 
Once ‘Reconciled’ table has been added  Click “Submit”  Click “OK”  click “Close” 
You are now ready to create a NEW CCDA with the reconciled information 

 From the patient chart, click on “CCDA”.  A window will pop up.  
 Click “REFERRAL NOTES”  under the heading “RN” click on the GREEN FILE to create the new CCDA 
Click on the “blue Internet” icon under heading “HTML”.  A new browser will open showing NEW CCDA 
Close the CCDA browser  scroll to the top of the patient chart and “END ENCOUNTER”  and LOGOUT  

 
                              Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

B3.1.2 Change Prescription Dosage – Task Time: 15:00 min/sec 

1. Login as username:  drcrawley, password:  1234567 
2. Enter chart number 6611, verify name of patient is Sophia Biscayne  click on “Progress Notes” 
3. Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

4. Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
5. Scroll down all the way to the bottom of the patient chart and click on “eRx”  A separate window will open 

- Conduct a Drug Search for ‘Procardia XL 30’ and select result returned: 
- Complete the information as follows and select the ‘Save Rx’ button: 
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- Select the ‘Take Complete Rx to Review Page’ button 
- Select the ‘Proceed to Transmit Page’ button. 

 
- Make sure the pharmacy listed in the green box is “Mail Order Pharmacy 10.6MU NOCS”. If it isn’t, select the 

pharmacy on the list (see picture) 
- Let Admin know you are ready to proceed to transmit and wait for Admin to say OK before you continue…  

then click on ‘TransmitRx/Add to Record’ 
- Scroll to the top of the page and select the ‘Compose Rx’ tab 
- Under the patient’s Current Medications section, select the magnifying glass next to the medication you just transmitted, 

this will open the RxDetail page for this prescription. 
- Confirm under ‘Print / Transmission Log’ that you see a ‘Verified’ response from the NIST Validation Tool: 
- At the top of the screen, click on the link as pictured below: 

 

 
 

- This will redirect you to the Status page, under Pharmacy Change Requests select the patient name for the request 
sent by the NIST tool above (make sure you select the one with today’s date) 

- On the Change request screen, update the Deny reason to ‘Change not appropriate’  LET ADMIN KNOW YOU 
HAVE UPDATED THE REASON…. WAIT FOR ADMIN TO SAY OK 

- Then select the ‘Deny’ button:  
- You request has been processed. Your page should be displayed as picture below: 

 

 
 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 
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B3.1.3 (Cancel e-Presciption) - Task Time: 15:00 min/sec 
The purpose of this task is to enable user to use NewCrop to cancel e-Prescriptions. 

- Log in as “drbates”, Password: 1234567 
- Enter patient ID “6621”, click “SEARCH”, verify name of patient as Susanne Adirondack  click on “Progress 

Notes” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter 
- Click on “eRx” button on the “Prescription” box to enter ePrescription page. 

- Type ‘hydrochlorothiazide 50’ in the text box and click “Drug Search”  
- Click on the blue hyperlink result that appears (see below): 
- Complete each field as follows and select the ‘Save Rx’ button: 

 

 
 

 
- Click on “Take Complete Rx to Review Page” button 
- Let Admin know you are ready to proceed to transmit and wait for Admin to say OK before you continue… 
- Once you can proceed, click “Proceed to Transmit Page” 
- Select ‘NYC Pharmacy 10.6MU 88’ then select the ‘Transmit Rx/Add to Record’ button: 
- In NewCrop, select the Compose Rx tab (second tab on the purple bar): 
- Under the patient’s Current Medications section, select the magnifying glass next to the medication you just 

transmitted  this will open the RxDetail page for this prescription. 
- Confirm under ‘Print / Transmission Log’ that you see a ‘Delivery Success Verified’ response from the NIST 

Validation Tool: 
- Scroll to the top and select the ‘Notify Pharmacy: Cancel Previously Authorized Refills’ button: 
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- Let Admin know you are ready to proceed to transmit and wait for Admin to say OK before you continue… 
- Refresh the RxDetails page in NewCrop and confirm you received a ‘Success’ response from the NIST Validation 

Tool: 
- This message will be displayed on the RxDetails screen under Cancel Detail: 

 

 
 

- Scroll to the top of the page, and click CLOSE/RETURN 
- Click “CLOSE” on the top of the page to exit patient chart  click on “Logout” 

 
Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

 B3.1.4 Refill Prescription – Task Time: 9:00 min/sec 
 The prescriber authorizes the number of refills requested by the pharmacy. 

- Login as username:  drstuart, password: 1234567 
- Enter chart number 6631, verify name of patient is Elizabeth Itasca  click on “Progress Notes” 
- Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 

- Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
- Scroll down all the way to the bottom of the patient chart and click on “eRx”  A separate window will open 
- Conduct a Drug Search for ‘Lanoxin 125 mcg tablet’ and select result returned: 
- Complete the information as follows and select the ‘Save Rx’ button: 
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- Select the ‘Take Complete Rx to Review Page’ button. 
- Select the ‘Proceed to Transmit Page’ button. 
- Make sure that you have “VA Pharmacy 10.6MU 7723” listed in the green box (see below) 
- Let Admin know you are ready to proceed to transmit and wait for Admin to say OK before you continue… then click 

on ‘TransmitRx/Add to Record’ 
- Scroll to the top of the page and select the ‘Compose Rx’ tab  
- Under the patient’s Current Medications section, select the magnifying glass next to the medication you just transmitted, this 

will open the RxDetail page for this prescription. 
- Confirm under ‘Print / Transmission Log’ that you see a ‘Verified’ response from the NIST Validation Tool: 

 
Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

B3.1.5 Receive Fill Status Notification – Task Time: 5:00 min/sec 
Prescriber verifies that they have received the status fill notification. 

- From where you left off above, select the Status Bar at the top of the page to access the Status: 
 

 
 

- Under ‘Pharmacy Renewal Requests’ you should see the received renewal request, select the patient name (make sure you 
select the patient name with TODAY’S date): 

- This will open the renewal request processing screen, select the ‘Accept’ button to authorize the additional fills requested by 
the pharmacy: 

- This will take you to the ‘Receive Notification Fill Status’ page: 

 
 

Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 
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B3.1.6 Request and Receive Medication History Tests – Task Time: 4:00 min/sec 
The purpose of this task is to enable user to request and receive medication history information 

Login as username:  drcrawley, password:  1234567 
Enter chart number 6632, verify name of patient is John Yosemite  click on “Progress Notes” 

Click on “SHOW ENCOUNTERS” (located in yellow, on the top left-hand corner) 
Click on the icon of the most recent encounter. This will enable you to edit the chart. 
Scroll down all the way to the bottom of the patient chart and click on “eRx”  A separate window will open 

- You should see the Surescripts Benefit/Drug History link under the patient name, if not refresh the ‘Compose Rx’ 
tab until it appears 

- Select the ‘Fill History: Surescripts’ link. 
- Select the ‘Request Prescription History’ button. 
- Let Admin know you have selected ‘Request Prescription History’ wait for Admin to say OK before you 

continue 
- In NewCrop, confirm you received the Medication History results: 

 

 
 

- Click the “X” on the top right corner of the screen to close the window 
- Click “CLOSE” on the top of the page to exit patient chart  click on “Logout” 

 
 
 

                                        Task time:___________________ Rating: _________ 

 
 
 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL THE TASKS 😊😊  
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